
Eagle 
The concept of the Eagle saw bench  
with splitter has been around for a very long time – cutting timber  
with a circular saw and dividing it with a splitting cone 

The Eagle is designed with operator safety and ease of use a priority. The eagle  
is suitable for both big and small logs and it is easy to use. The Tungsten blade  
is 700mm in size capable of cutting just over 10″ or 27cms. Available in PTO  
or three phase electric. You can cut and split the same time. The power  
requirement is only 15hp. 

We have sold hundreds of this saw bench, why not read some of the customer  
reviews below. 

 
Mr Wyn Harries, 

Eglwyswrw, Pembrokeshire 

The saw bench is doing what its designed too 

without any complaint or problems. I would say 

it is at least three times faster than a chain saw 

and axe but more importantly far, far safer. The 

splitter is fantastic and requires little to no effort. 

All is good. 

Mrs. McKane, Capel Iwan, Newcastle 

Emlyn, Carmarthenshire 

“Both my Husband and I think it’s fantastic. We 

use it behind our 18hp Kubota compact tractor, 

and despite the little power off the PTO we can 

split and cut the wood simultaneously. We had 

looked around for a while and failed to find 

anything that allowed us do both jobs the same 

time and then we came across the Eagle at the 

Pembrokeshire show in 2007. We subsequently 

saw it at your demonstration day and had to have 

it. It’s well worth the money” 

Peter, P J Gardening Services, 

Newquay, Cerdedigion 

“I am delighted with my Eagle. I used it for one 

hour and filled three 1 ton bags” 

Mrs. Jones, Carmel, Llanelli, 

Carmarthenshire 

“We have a Rayburn to heat water, run the 

central heating system and cook in our 3 

bedroom stone farmhouse. Prior to buying the 

Eagle we produced the logs using a chainsaw and 

logsplitter. We spend about quarter the time 

producing the logs now with the Eagle than we 

used to do. I only said to my Husband the other 

day that it’s the best money we have ever spent” 

Blaenteg, Trevaughan, Carmarthen, SA31 3QN 
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